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Recurrence of childhood absence epilepsy as pyknolepsy in adolescence
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ABSTRACT – A developmentally normal adolescent boy with a history of childhood absence epilepsy presented with recurrence of pyknolepsy after a seven-year period of remission. The characteristics of his EEG showed the same 3-Hz generalised spike-wave discharge as in his previous EEG in childhood. To our knowledge, this is the first case report describing recurrence of childhood absence epilepsy as pyknolepsy in an adolescent. [Published with video sequences]
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Pyknolepsy was first defined by Adie in 1924 (Adie, 1924) as “a disease with explosive onset between the ages of four and 12 years, of frequent short... monotonous minor epileptiform seizures of uniform severity, which recur almost daily...”. Pyknolepsy (coming from the Greek word "pyknos" signifying "dense" or "very frequent") is not known to occur in adolescence or adulthood. Here, we report an unusual case of pyknolepsy re-emerging in an adolescent boy with CAE after a prolonged seizure-free period without medication.

Case study
A 14-year-old, post-pubescent boy presented with a generalised tonic-clonic seizure lasting several minutes, followed, an hour later, by very frequent absence seizures (one every 10-15 minutes). The latter were characterised by staring, blinking, and occasional arm jerks. There was no provoking factor to this seizure flurry. He did not have a concurrent infection, head trauma, or other identifiable physical stress. CCTV-EEG confirmed pyknolepsy (figure 1A, B). Physical examination was normal. Routine laboratory studies, which included a urine toxicology screen, were also normal. Brain MRI revealed punctate T2/FLAIR hyperintensities, greater on the right side than left, in the subcortical parietal white matter (figure 2A, B).

Previously, at three years of age, the boy developed “myoclonic jerks” which were treated with valproate by another neurologist. There was neither EEG documentation nor
follow-up. At age six years, he presented with absence seizures which were several seconds long and occurred multiple times per day. The semiology consisted of behavioural arrest, eye blinking, and a few arm jerks. His EEG revealed a 3-Hz spike-and-wave pattern. He was treated with ethosuximide for two years with normalisation of his EEG. Subsequently, although the ethosuximide was discontinued, he remained seizure-free for seven years. His development was normal and there was no family history of epilepsy.

During the recurrence, his clinical seizures were effectively treated with 1,000 mg i.v. valproate, but the EEG continued to show a 3-Hz generalised spike-wave discharge (identical to that seen at six years of age). Ethosuximide, at 250 mg PO twice daily, was added to the valproate, and resolution of the EEG seizure pattern was achieved. One year later, the adolescent continued to excel in school and remained seizure-free. Follow-up CCTV-EEG monitoring did not show any 3-Hz generalised spike-wave discharge.

Figure 1. A) EEG during one absence seizure at 14 years of age with a 14-second burst of 3-Hz generalised spike-wave activity. B) Depiction of several absence seizures over 60 minutes using compressed spectral analysis of the EEG (Fast Fourier Transform Spectrogram, Insight II software, Persyst Development Corporation, Prescott, Arizona). The x axis represents time and y axis frequency. Colour represents power, as depicted in the legend. The bars indicate an individual absence seizure depicted as increased power.
Figure 2. MRI brain reveals a subtle cystic lesion in the subcortical right parietal white matter and a punctate T2/FLAIR hyperintense focus of the subcortical right parietal lobe.

Discussion

We describe the first reported case of CAE re-emerging as pyknolepsy in adolescence after a remission of many years without antiepileptic medication. Pyknolepsy normally is observed in childhood, with seizures disappearing by adolescence. Ethosuximide and valproic acid are more effective than lamotrigine for the treatment of CAE (Glauser et al., 2010). Response to treatment is highly variable; between 21-89% (Bouma et al., 1996; Wirrell et al., 1996). This variability may depend on how strictly CAE is classified and on the duration of treatment (ILAE, 1989; Loiseau and Panayiotopoulos, 2005). CAE can progress to other epilepsy syndromes such as JME in 3-21% cases (Shian and Chi, 1994; Wirrell et al., 1996) or other seizure types, such as generalised tonic-clonic seizures in 50% of patients (Bouma et al., 1996; Wirrell et al., 1996). Callenbach et al. (2009) investigated long-term outcome and the predictive value of baseline and EEG characteristics on seizure evolution in 47 children with newly diagnosed CAE. Half of the patients had relapses, but only 12 of 42 had relapses of absence seizures after a prolonged remission. However, the duration of the seizure-free period and the characteristics of the seizures were not clearly described. Pyknoleptic absence seizures, as exhibited by our patient, were not reported.

One might conjecture that our adolescent patient may have had a seizure syndrome other than CAE. Alternative differential diagnostic possibilities included: myoclonic absence epilepsy, absence epilepsy of early childhood, myoclonic astatic epilepsy, and GLUT 1 deficiency. Myoclonic absence epilepsy (Bureau and Tassinari, 2005) occurs at a later age of onset, and the prognosis is poor with persistence of myoclonic absences. A feature of this syndrome, which was not present in our patient, is the presence of rhythmic and bilateral jerks of limbs with severe intensity. Absence epilepsy of early childhood (Chaix et al., 2003) was considered, but our patient exhibited neither irregular 2-3-Hz spike-and-wave discharges nor poor neuropsychological outcome. His EEG features and clinical history were not consistent with myoclonic astatic epilepsy (MAE). Another possibility was glucose transporter type 1 (GLUT1) deficiency. Testing for GLUT1 was not performed, as there was no clinical necessity because: (1) seizures were well controlled, and (2) there was no family history of epilepsy. In the cases of GLUT1 mutation reported by Suls et al. (2009), recurrence of pyknolepsy, as reported here, was not observed. Thus, we concluded that our patient’s symptomatology was best categorized by CAE.

It is not known why our patient developed pyknolepsy in adolescence. Risk factors proposed to be predictive of relapse and progression for other seizure types, such as prior cognitive difficulties, absence status at any time throughout the course of the disease, and family history of generalised seizures in first degree relatives (Bouma et al., 1996; Wirrell et al., 1996), were not present. However, subtle subcortical white matter abnormalities were observed on MRI for our patient. This is in line with previous case series showing that some patients with pyknolepsy may have subtle abnormalities such as focal microdysgenesis or volume asymmetries involving cortical or subcortical structures (Meencke and Janz, 1984; Caplan et al., 2009). Unfortunately, our patient did not have MRI during childhood, so we were unable to compare his current imaging to his prior baseline. We can hypothesize that the recently observed MRI changes may depict a specific subpopulation resulting in recurrence, but additional studies are required to explore the validity of this notion.
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**Legend for video sequence**

A 14-year-old boy with unprovoked absence seizure. Accompanying EEG shows a generalised burst of 3-Hz generalised spike-wave activity.

**Key words for video research on www.epilepticedisorders.com**

Etiology: idiopathic  
Phenomenology: absence seizure (typical); absence (dialeptic) seizure; status epilepticus (non convulsive)  
Localization: –  
Syndrome: childhood absence epilepsy (CAE)
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